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Definit1on l: A topoloa-ico.1 aemigroup ("mob") is 11 space S to,ether with 
a. continuous function f : S lii'. S _.., s, fl.uch that 
a) Sis• Hauadorff • pace 
b) f is associative, 
I1 we write f(x,y) "' xy, then (b) becomH the more hmili11ir (xy)z "' x(yg). 
A mob may be thought o:f Ha set of elements which 1s both an abstract 
semigroup and a Hausdorff space, the operation of the semigroup being con-
tinuous .in the topology of the apace. 
Familiar examples 1are the topologica.l groups and the closed unit inte:r,,ai 
with the usual multi plication. 
In all that follows S will be a. mob. 
Definition 2: A subsemigroup of Sis a non-void set Ac S satisfying 
A 2 c A , wi th A 2 == { xy I :x , y e A } • 
Definition 3: A subgroup of S is a non-void set A CS, satisfying 
xA =Ax= A, for all xEA. 
Of course definition 3 defines an abstract group in the customary sense. 
A however, with the relative topology, need not be a topological group, 
-1 -1 
since the function :f; with f(x) = x (x,x d A) need not be continuous. 
Lemma 1: Let A be a subsemigroup of S. Then A is a subsemigroup of S. 
Proof: Suppose for x,ytiiiA, xy'fA· Then since A is closed, there exists 
neighbourhoods V of x and W of y, such that V.Wn A= 0. 
S.ince x,yeA, there i.s an t\E'.Vl"IA and a 2£WAA. This implies a1a 2EV.W 
and a1a2¢A, wfiich is a contradiction. 
Theorem 1. Each subgroup of Sis contained in a maximal subgroup, and no 
two of these intersect. 
Proof. Let A be a subgroup of S and e the identity of A. Let A be the 0 
set of all a~ S, such that ae 
-1 -1 -1 
a 6 S, with aa = a a: e, 
=ea= a, and such that there exists s.n 
-1 -1 
a e "" a • Then it 1.s immediately clear 
that A is a maximal subgroup of S containing A. 
0 
Now suppott1~ A1 and A~ :1u·e m.i.\ximal subgroup• of S, a ti A1 l"I A2 • ~. 
-1 Ll!lit e 1 and e2 ~ the identltlt11 of A1 irnd A2 , 1u10 let aa1. "' o,' 
-•· 
• e:l. Hence e1 
Sine" A1 
Heno«l) A1 
-l -1 i.s maxim.al, A1 aonta1IH11 31 l a w:I. th ae1 "' e1 a = a 1t.nd a.a ma ll .. fl. 
"' A2. 
It mity happen that S contains no sub1:roups. Ci)rui.ider for exa121ple the open 
unit intervii!l I • (0,1), ~1th tht, u1ual mul tiplieatl.on. 1 contains rw 111ub-
groups. 
* Let S bt'I a mob and B a compact aiub!!let of S. 
Then to every ae.A there exists a be.B, such that ab 6' C, with 
c c { \.bx};• A 
Proof. Let { V't }1; be a complete system of neighbourhoods of a, 
¾ = ,,,V-T, n A ,Ir. el and ¾ "" { b~ I •11. E. A-c r . l e,J.t is a tamily of subsets 
of B with the finite intersection prop«1:rty • .b'or let Bi; 1 ••• 1 .a,; be any 
finite number of sets, Since V~ , ••• ,v~ are neighbourho~ds of anand 
{ V't' }"t is a compl~te system ot1ne1ghboflrhoods, there e::dsts a V"t" { V,:: 1-c • 
such that V't C n "'r;i • Sinco A; ~ fl, ~ hav-e ~ ,i 0, \' C 1Q_ ~ . Hence 
o i :l ....,, - o. o o i 
by the .compa:_tness of tr·, Q B~ ,,J. ii}. 
Let b E Q B't and ht V be any nei.ghbourhood o:f ab. Then there exist 
neighbourhoods v11 of II and W of b, such that VO( .W c V. 
Since b 6 (;! i 1 , W f' BCII. I: Ill. Let b«0 c£. W r,Bcx. , then a(:)..011 A« "" A f'I Vii • 
ab t:.V.WcV. Hence ()(. Ot. Ol 
0 0 
On the other hand a~ b« e 
0 0 
Theorem 2. If S is 00111pact, then each maximal subgroup of S H1 closed. 
Proof. Let A be a maximal subgroup of S and smpp,ollle A¢ xA for x t'.A. 
Then there ia an ae.A, with a ,I. xar' '),ill A. 
Hence there exists neighbourhoods V(ay> and w,;<x) with a; w,./x),VV (a~). 
Since A 11111 bi a fl n:1 t:e number- c,t V 11( aJ,,J • s, 
(a1 ) .•• ,v (a). Let W(x):: n n n W1 Then a 'f W(x)"J~. i "'l . 
Since x ~ A, there 1:11 a b~ A f\ whi.c.h 1 IA cot1t:ra-
diction. Thus ACX A for all XfiA, a..ud ht>nCt) ACl<.A i\)r .i.ll xir.,A. 
Analoguous A C 
Since Aa •&A"" A for all a~A. we have by lemma 2 aAcA, Aae.A ~ 
AA C. A and AA c A. 
- -Since Ax c A and xA c A for all x ~A, we have again by lama a c:. A, 
xA c:. A. Hence Ax 2 xA "" A for all x III A, and A ls a subgroup of S. 
Since A i.s muimal, we have A a A, 
Let I be the semigroup [o,oo) with the usullill multiplication. A"' (O,oo) 
is a subgroup of I. A ,however, is no subgroup o:f I. 
Lemm.a 3. Let S be a locally compact mob and an abstract group. Let A 
be a countable s1,1bset a:f s, and xcA. Then x-1.s A-l • 
UO) Proof. Let E = A u J :x: }. a.nd B = En. Then B is a countable sub-l na-co _ 2 _ 
group of S and the continuity of multiplication implies B c B. 
Now let V be a com.pact neighbourhood of the identity. Then since S i.s a 
- -1 group we get BC BV • 
Thus B = U [bv-1n B]"' U [b(V-1n B) 1 . 
b~B b~B ~ 
By lemma 2 -1 -1 -V is closed, since Vis cQftlpact and hence b(V f'\ B) is 
closed. Moreover Bis a closed subset of Sand hence locally compact. 
Baires category theorem implies that the interior relative to B of one 
of the sets b(V-1n B) is not empty. Hence there exists an open set 
U I:. 0, and an element b e. B, such that U "B c. b (V-11'\ B). 
0 0 
Let c E> B f\ U, then 
-1 - -1 - -1 
xc (UnB) = xc UnB. xc U = U is open. 
- -1 - -1 o l UAEc.Uf'lBcxc (UnB)cxc bV-
o o -1 -1 O (U n E)-lc Vb ex = c. C is compact •. 
0 0 
Then by lemma 2, there 
b ~ (U fl A)-l, w1 th ab 
0 
--- --
x -l 6 (U f"I A) -le A-l. 
0 
exists to every 1u1. U f"'\ A an element 
0 
the identity. Hence since x ~ tf"'nA, 
0 
Lemma 4. Let S be a locally compact mob and an ab3traot 111·oup. !At A be a 
compact sub•et of S. Th~n 11 
Proof. By l&mJU. 2 -1 A h closied. 
-1 Suppose A cannot be covered by IA fin:i t• number (>t 
with V any oompact neighbourhood of the 1d~nti , x1ieA. n-l 
{ -ll oo -1 -1 U -1 Then there is a sequencl'!l xn J n•lc A , such that xn , 1..,1 xf V. LGt 
En .. { xk l k iii' n} • Since A ii comp1act, there exists 111.n y, Jl in. 
-1 
xm V. Moreover y 6111+l 1mpl1H Since y 4' 11 , th$re a x ti\ Vy, wtumc~ y 
-1 --:f'" Ill 
by lemaa 3 y • B 1 • Thus there is an n> m such that m+ 
-l -1 
x e x V, which contrl'l.dicts: tbe choice ot 
n m 
Theoraa 3. Let S be a locally o011pact mob and an abstract group. Then S 
is a topological group. 
Proof. Let U be an open neighbourhood of the identity u, llllld { VOil} ,,._ 
the collection of compact ndghbourhoodl'll of u. Suppose that for every 
v , v-1..Ju. Then v-1n ccu) ~ ~-
0( r:,..i 0( 
-1 -1 Q V(t n C(U) I, ~, since Vo<. u compact. 
But (l v.71 f'\ C(U) C n V-l "' u implies that u E C(U), which is a contra-
~ .... Ol. «. 
diction. Hence to every neighbourhood U of u there exists a neighqourhood 
-1 V of u, such that V cu. 
This implies that Sis a topological group. 
Let S be the additive group of real nWllbers. We define a topology in S 
by means of a base B consisting of all half open interva.U ( a, b). S is 
a mob and an abstract group. S however is no topological group, for there 
is no neighbourhood U of l, with -u 6 [ -1, -i) . 
2 An element e of a mob is called an idempotent if e • e. We shall denote 
by Ethe set of idempotents in S. 
If S contains an 1 dempoten t e, then f e } 1 s a subgroup of S I and is 
contained in a maximal subgroup. 
By H(e) we shall denote the maximal subgroup of S containing the idem-
potent e. 
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An element O is term.ed the &ero of S if Ox • xO "" 0 for all x en S. Then 
1 t is, easily seen th.at the zero ot S H it exists ill uniquely defined. It 
is also i--ediately clear th.at it .is an idtl!fflpotent. 
An element u is termed the identity of S if ux "" xu = u :for all x e 8, 
Then the identity of S, if it exists h uniquely defined and is an idesl-
potent, 
A semigroup Sin which the product of any two elements of Sis the zero 
of S, we tem a zero semigroup. 
Lemma 5. Th@ set I of all idempotents of a topological st1migroup is 
closed, 
.Proof. If E • i:S. Lemia 5 is trivial. 
Suppose that p,i;, i. If p2 i,. p, then there exists a neighbourhood V of p 
such that v2 n v = 0. 
Since pE.E, there is an e ~E, withe fit.V, and hence e 
is a contradiction. 
2 2 
= e E: v n v, which 
Theorem 4. Let S be a compact li!lOb. Then S contain.a a subgroup, and hence 
at least one idempotent element. 
Proof. Let a e. S and An = { a 1 j J ~ n !· . 
Then since s is compact D = n A i f). 
n=l n 
D is a subsemigroup of S, and the continuity of the multiplication implies 
that Dis commutative. 
Suppose now xD ;i:. D, x .s D. 
Then there exists z eD, such that z .,I; xd/1. for all d;\ E. D. 
Therefore there exist neighbourhoods Vi\ (x), v,, (d:,.,) and ~ (z) such that 
VA (x) VA (d ) AV ,..<z) = el. 
SiACe D is coapact we can choose a finite sub cove:ring V). (~ ) , ••• , V>,, CC\. ) , 
n n n 1 1 n n 
Let V(x) :::: ()1, V... (:x:), V(z) = 1f\1 v7\ (z) and Q = 1U1 VJ\ (d ) • 1 ::::: "1 = . i = . l "'1 
Then V(x). 0 n V(z} == 0 .. 
m ni 
Since x,zeD there is a .EV(x) and a <1r.V(z) with n1+1 >ni>m (1=1,2, ••• ). 
Set k 1 = n1-m. 
00 () -
Then i=l Ak ;i:. -• 
1 
Choose V(b) C 0 
Let 
and 
00 
"""'\ 
bf.( I A CD i=l k . • 
. i 
k. 
a Jf:> V(b). 
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kj+m kj 
"'a "'a•.a iac V(x).V(b)cV(x),0, which is a 
contradiction. 
Hence xD"' ~ "'D, and Dis a sub&roup of s. 
Corollary: Let 8 be a topological se11i1roup and S' a subsemigroup that is 
com.pact. Then if Sis a group, S' is a subgroup. 
PJ-oof. By theorem 4, S' contains an idet1potent which must be u (the 
identity of S). 
Again by theorem 4, applied. to xS', x .:s S' • there is an idempotent in xS'. 
Thus u E xS' and S ' = uS ' c xS' . 
Hence since xS'c S', xS' = S' for all x.ii; S'. Analogously S'x = S'. 
Let S be a mob and let H = [ y j y U Sy = x U Sx and y U yB = x ti xS } • 
Then H = H(e) for eE.E. 
e 
For let x f!. H(e), 
-1 Since e = x x = 
H(e) CH • 
e 
then x = ex = xe, and hence xvSx c e use, x u:icSc::.e ueS, 
-1 
xx , we have e use c..x usx and e u eSc: x uxS. Thus 
Let now xE:H. Then since xuSx = e,,.,Se, and xuxS = eueS, xe =ex= e, 
e 
and x has a left and right inverse, hence x 6 H(e). This implies 
H(e) = H. 
e 
Lemma 6. If Sis compact, then !l= {<x,y)j x,yE.Hx = Hy} is a com.pact 
subset of S x S. 
Proof. Let H -.6. SX Sand lEft (x,y)"1!: SJt S\,ff, Then we may assume x~Sy 
(or x ~ yS, or Yf xS, or y <,:sx). 
If x 'I, Sy, Sy c S \ x and hence Syc 8 \, V for soae open set V about x, 
since Sis regular and Sy is closed. Again from the compactness ot S we 
can find an open set U about y such that sue S '\. V. Hence (V X U)n_;;r = 0 
and we may infer that His closed. 
Theorem 5, If Sis compact, then H•U{H(e) l e!fEJ is closed. If X'-H, 
let c< (x) be the unit of the uniqu.e maximal subgroup containing x and 
let {3(x) be the inverse of x in this group, 
Then oc : H -+E is a retraction and p : H--.,... H is a homeomorph~s111. 
Proof. Let p : s s 
-s. 
Then H 
"' I e , E 
Hence H is closed sine* 
Let A = (x) X H 
Then A ,H H '"1 == 
For let (x, A, then 
, (i (x)),f: H M H and (x, " (x)) 
I 
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p ,y) "" X. 
;g p( S E) • 
and I are clo~ed. 
and : s s S , ( X , y) "' xy, 
E., furthermore x, (x) 
If (x,y) ~ 
Since (x ,y) c. 
H -1 Hr~ m (E) then xy = e E. 
,-,:,-H == H and x,y 411 H implies H = H = H(e1) = H(lll). X y X Y 
Hence y == (x). 
Since , H X H and m-l CE) are closed, A is compact and since PIA is 
-1 
continuous p/A is topological. Hence p x -- (x,, (x)) is continuous. 
Thus (3 is continuous. 
is continuous since (x) = x p<x). 
-8-
§ 2. Ideals 
Definition l. A non-empty subset A of Sis called a left ideal if SA c: A, 
a right ideal if ASc A, and an ideal if it is both a left and a riJht ideal. 
A minimal left (right) ideal of Sis a left (right) ideal containing no 
other left (right) ideal. 
We shall denote by . ..C(S) and ✓((S) respectively the eollectiona of all 
ainimal left a.nd all minimal rilbt ideals of s. 
In general these may be eapty collections. The intersection of all ideals 
of Sis called the kernel of Sand denoted by I. 
If K is non-empty it is clearly the •allest ideal of 8. 
l..elluaa 1. Let A be an ideal of S. Then A is an ideal of B. 
Proof. Since SAC::.A and AScA the continuity of multiplication implies 
SAc A and AScA. Hence A is an ideal of S. 
If a ~S we let J(a) 
L(a) 
R(a) 
= { a i u Sa 1.1 aS I) Sas 
= i a} U Sa 
=la i •·· as. l , 
Thus J(a) is the Slllallest idea1 of S which contains a.L(a) and R(a) are 
respectively the smallest left and right ideal of S which contain•· 
If Ac S then we define J (A) to be the null-set if A contains no ideal 
0 
of Sand J (A) is the union of all ideals contained in A in the cont~ary 
0 
case. L (A) (R (A)) is the null-set if A contains no left right ideal 
0 0 
of S and L (A) (R (A)) is the union of all left (right) ideals contained 
0 0 
in A in the contrary case. 
It is clear that if J (A), e, then J (A) is the largest ideal of 8 
0 0 
contained in A. 
Also if L (A)~ 0 and R (A)~ 0, then L (A) is the largest left and 
0 0 0 
R (A) is the largest right ideal of S contained in A. 
0 
Lemma 2. If A c S is closed, then J (A) is closed. If A is open and if 
0 
Sis CQlllpact, then J (A) is open. 
0 
proof. J0 (4.) is the largest ideal of S contained in 1,.. Since J0 (A) c::::. A 
and J (A) is an ideal of S by lHllla 1, J (A) c;. J (A) if A = A.· 
O O 0 
~ence J (A) is closed if A is closed. 
0 
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Suppose now that Sis compact and A is open. 
Let J (A) r . i 
- x ·0 ; then (Xj' ,J x.S Sx S xs = J(x) ,::.A. Since A is open and 8 
is compact there exi.sts an open sat V about x sati111fyi.ng 
V vs sv SVS - A, 
Now this set is an ideal of S, hence U t~ontained in ,J (A), Therefore 
0 
x V · J O (A) completing the proof. 
Theorem 1. Let S be compact; then any proper ideal of S is contained in a 
maximal proper ideal of S, and each 11u1.xi11al proper ideal is open. 
Proof. If the ideal I i S, then le!m¥1a 2 shows that J (S x) is an open 
0 
proper ideal for any x S I. Let T be a Unearly ordered system 
,t 1'4 
of open proper ideals containing I. 
If S = T = T, then S i. s 
!;' 
S is compact. Since ~ T. } 
I. 0t 
the union of a finite number of TO(, 's because 
is linearly ordered, there is a Ci,. with S = T« , 
which is a contradiction. Hence T "' U T is a proper ideal of s. 
Qt (l 
Using Zorn's lemma there is a maximal element in the collection of all 
open proper ideals containing I. 
Each maximal proper ideal Mis open, since M J 0 (s,x), x/-M. 
Remark. An analoguous result holds for left and right ideals. Thus if S 
is compact, then any proper left (right) ideal of Sis contained in a 
maximal proper left (right) ideal of S, and each maximal proper left 
(right) ideal is open. 
Corollary. If Sis compact and connected and J is a maximal proper ideal 
of S, then J is dense ins. 
Proof. Since J is open, and Jan ideal of S, the maximality of J implies 
J = s. 
Let S be the multiplicative semigroup of real numbers, with the usual 
topology. 
Then zero is the only proper ideal of S. Hence zero is a maximal proper 
ideal which is not open, Also if A = (-1,1), then J (A)= 0. 
0 
Lemma 3. If Sis com.pact, then J(a) is compact. The same ~olds for L(a) 
and R(a). 
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Proof. J(a) •{a} U Sau as u s..s. 
Since S is OOlllpact, { a l, Sa, as and Sas are c011pact aubaeta of S. Thu.a 
J(a) is ooapact. 
Theorem 2. If S has a minimal left and a ainimal right ideal, then S haa 
a minimal "ideal I, and 
1 °. If A1 and A2 are both in ,,l (S) or both in fl. (S) and A1 fl A2 ,I. •• taen 
Al == A2. 
1°. If L £ oC (S) then La = L for all att.L. I:f R 4 di. (S) then alt• ll :for 
all ac.. R, 
3°, It = L.l L "' lJ R 
LE. L! (S) R f7l.(S) • 
Proof. 1) If A1 and A2 are in .£cs), then A1 r.A2 is a left ideal of S 
and thus A1 = A1f'\A2 = A2 • 
3) If a e: L, La is a left ideal contained in L, hence La = L. 
The same argument works for right ideals. 
3) If LG ..C (S) and a ~S, then La is a left ideal of S and La e:. oC (S), 
For if L0 were a left ideal properly contained i.n La, ~•n 
L /'\ { x J xa ~ L0 f would be a left ideal properly contailled in L. 
Thus a~S ~ is a union of left ideals in .f:cs) and is an ideal, 
U I is any ideal of s and ~ E oCcs), then ~ == IL_i c. I, so I contains 
a~ S ½_ a, which 11ust by definition be the kernel I. Also any ½a 6 .C(s) 
must be contained in K, since K is an ideal. 
So by 1) L2 must be equal to ½_ a for sorae a ES. Thus It == L \;i ..C(S) L, 
The same argument applies to right ideals, 
Let S be the seaigroup (0,1) with the usual multiplicatton. 
The kernel K of 8 is empty, since for any a e S S(O,a,.) = (O,a)S C (O,a). 
Theor• 3. If S satisfies the conditions of theorem 2, then 
1°) If LE .:.C(s) and R 66{(S), then LnR is a subgroup of s. 
2°) L (S) = { s~I e e K "E} • It (S) :c { eS I e '- IC /\I t . 
3°) K = U { H(e) I e ~ I fl K} • 
. 
Any pair H(e1), H(e2) of subgroups with e1 ,e2E.B/\K are topologically 
isoaorphic. 
-11 ... 
Proof. Choose L E: ..C(S) and R e dt(S). 
1) Then RL c L n R, so L f\R i ~. 
I 
If : a ,,. L and b E R, then 
(L R)a = Lt\R and b(LnR) = LnR. 
For 1 t is clear that (L n R) a c L n R, and if the inclusion were proper 
then 
La= RE.¼(s)(LnR)a c:. Rf.LJ?.(s) (LAR) = L = La is a contradiction. 
The eq1,1ality b(L()R) = LnR follows similarly. Lr.Risa subgroup of S 
since for all a~ L nR ( L n R) a ::: a ( L (l R) ::: L rm. 
2) Let e be the identity element of L n R, then clearly Se is a left 
ideal contained in L, hence L = Se and R = es. 
L n R = Se n es ::, eSe = eL o e (L n R) = L n R. 
Hence L ~ R = eSe. 
3) L fl R is the ma1(imal subgroup containing e, for H(e) = e.H(e) .e c eSe. 
Hence H(e) = eSe = LA R. By theorem 4 we have the disjoint union 
K = LJ L.;: .,,l(S) L = LJ R == R ~ IR..(S) 
Thus K = ~{ H(e) I e EE n K J . 
We shall now prove that any pair H(e1 ), H(e2 ) with e1 ,e~eEnK are topo-
logically isomorphic. It iEjl clear that if H(e1 ) c L and H(e2) c: L, then 
Le1 = Le2 = L. Let 'f : H(e1 ) -J<- L be given with (fl (x) = e2x. 
Then e2x<€H(f), feLnE. 
Let x be th~ inver~e of e 2x in H(f). Thus e2xx = xe2x = f. 
2 -And so e 2 f = e2 xx= f, hence f = e2 • 
It is clear then that q> is a map of H(e1) onto H(e2). We easily verify 
that (f is a homomorphism. 
If e 2x = e~y, then e1 e 2 x = e1 e 2y ~ e1 x = e1 y -~ x = y. 
Hence <p is an isomorphism. 
-1 ~1 Since cp (x) ;:::: e1 x x ~ H(e2 ), 'f and 9' are QOth continuous. 
Hence H(e1 ) and H(e2) are topologically isomorphic. In the same way 
H(e1 ) and H(e2 ) both in R implies H(e1 ) and H(e2) topologica1iy isomor-
phic. 
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Suppose now H(e1 ) • ½_ n R1 and H(e2) "' ~ l'I a:.il, then B(e1) .. 0:: L1 fl R,::itK(t1). 
Theox-. 4. Let S be a coapaot 1110b. Thon tuu:ll left ideal t':il S conhina at 
1tuu1t one minimal left ideal of a and each illlinil'i'i&l lti:ft ideal u cloaed. Tbo 
same holds for right ideals. 
Proof r Let I be any left idi!!al of S and let Q be the coHl!lction of l\11 
cloaed left ideals of S oontained in I. Q ir.l partially or'dored by tnclwaioo 
and is non-void, since if x -. I, S x is a clos•d left ideal cont•iried in 1. 
Suppose Q' 1S a linearly o:rde:rflld sub eoll&cUon of Q. The A~\, A is non• 
empty since Sis compact, and so 1.1 an ideal in Q. 
Thus Q' has a lower bound and Zorn's leiwu. ,uu1uN1s tho ui11tence of a mini-
mal L in Q. 
0 
Let ½ be a left ideal contained in L0 and let x d ½. Then ax ii a clo11ed 
left ideal. 
Furthermore Sx c:::~cL0 lltnd since L0 is ainiul in Q L0 "' Sx 1 hence 
L. = L • Thus L is a minimal left ideal. J. 0 0 
The proof of the assertion for right ideals is cOll!l:pletely analogous. 
Corollary 1. Let S be a com.pact 1110b. Then S has a miniul ideal I, 
Corollary 2. Let S be a 9ouautative canpact mob. Then K is a OOR1paot 
topological group. 
Proof. If S is co!lmllutative and J 1 and J2 are minilial idoall!II, then J1 n J2 
is non empty since it contains J1 J2 • 
Thus J1 = J 2 and J1 :'I J2 = J 1 is 111. sub1roup of s. Since IC "" J1 , I: h a 
subgroup of S. 
Lemma 4. Let S satisfy the conditions of theorem 2. Then 
K = {senE}. ese, {esr,E} ei.Bt\l:. 
Proof. Suppose e '-Er, K, then by theora 3, Se is a minimal left ideal 
and es is a minimal right ideal, Furtheraore H(e) • e.H(e)c eKeceBe"' H(e), 
Hence H(e) = eSe = eKe. 
Let H(e1 ) = Lf\R, H(f) = Se/'\R, H(g) = L()eS, f,;,Se, g,if.eS, Then by 
theorem 3 H(f) = fH(e). H(e1 ) = fH(e)e1 "' f e Se e1 • Analogously 
H(g) = H(e).g and H{e1) = e1H(e)g = e1eSe g. This implies that 
H(e1) = H(e1 ).H(e1) = :feSee1e1eSeg"" fe-SxSeg. 
SxS is an ideal of s, and since xe.JIC, SxSc:.K, which imp}.ies SxS = It, 
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Thus H(e1 ) = feKeg = feSeg. 
Thus K = ~{H(e) leGE11K}={se E .ese.fesr.1}, «iH,1 k. 
Theorem 5, If Sis compact and if K is the minimal ideal of S then K 
is a retract of S. 
Proof. Define f: S...,...K by f(x) = (xe).exe. (ex), ecBnX where IJ((xe) 
is the unit of the unique 11uucimal subgroup c: Se containing xe, 
§ 1. theorem 5 implies that g : x -•-,... oc..(xe) is a continuous mapping of S 
into E. Hence f is continuous. Let x .., K, then by t.e.aa 4 x = e2 .eye,e3 , 
with e 2 t;;. Se and e3 ,::_ es • 
Hence ee2 = e and e3e = e. 
Furthermore exe = ee2eyee3e = 
= e 2eye ~ e 2H(e) xe = e2eyee3e 
2 2 
eye = eye. 
= H(e2). Bene~ 
ex = ee2eyee3 = eyee3 i:> H(e)e3 = H(e3). Bence ·,:t.(ex) .. e3 • 
Thus if XE K, then f (x) = ;x (xe) exe. ,t(ex) :::: e2eyee3 = x, and hence f is a 
retraction of Son K. 
Theorem 6. Let S be a compact mob and let e E.E. Then these are equivalent, 
i) Se is a minimal left ideal 
ii) SeS is the minimal ideal 
iii) eSe is a maxim.al subgroup. 
Proof, (i)~(ii). Let I be an ideal of S, 
Since L = Se is a minimal left ideal, IL = L c I. 
Hence Lis contained in every ideal of S. Thus LS 
is an ideal of s. SeS = K. 
I and since LS :: S e S 
(ii) ----,, (iii) If SeS = K, then e" K, and hence theore111 3 implies that Se 
is a minimal left and es is a minimal right ideal. 
Hence eS ,, Se = eSe is a maxim.al subgroup. 
(iii)--."""'(i), Let L be a left ideal contained in Se, and let a1r::L,ieS. 
-1 Then since a~ Se A eS = eSe, there is an element a e eSe such that 
-1 -1 -1 
a a = e. Hence e = a a E a L c L. Thus L = Se. 
Remark. If S contains a zero element 0, then theorem 2 13,4 and 5 beoOlfte 
trivial, since then O is the minill!.al (left,ri"ht) ideal of S. 
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§ 3. Simple semigroups 
If an ideal I of a mob S contains at least one non-zero element of Sand 
also does not contain every ele~ent of S we term I a non-zero proper 
ideal of S. 
Definition 1. A mob is called simple if S does not contain a non-zero 
proper ideal. 
Definition 2. An idempotent e of Sis primitive if f 
f = 0 or f = e. 
2 
= f e eSe implies 
Definition 3. A mob Sis completely simple if Sis simple and contains 
~ non-zero primitive i~empotent. 
The zero semigroup of order 2,02 clearly contains no non-zero proper 
ideals. Since it is not easy to Glassify this semigroup with the other 
simple semigroups, we shall assume in the following that S ~ o2 . 
Lemma 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a mob S to be simple 
is that SxS = S for all non-zero x of$. 
Proof. The condition is sufficient, since if I is a non~zero proper 
ideal of Sand if x ~ o, x&l we have SxScI, which contradicts SxS = S, 
Suppose now that Sis simple and that the condition is not satisfied. 
Then there exists an element x ~ 0 suGh that SxS = 0, since SxS i.s 8.l'l 
ideal of s. Let X be the set of all such x. Then clearly XSCX and sxcx. 
3 , 2 
Since X contains x ~ o, X = s. S = SXS = O, so S = O. 
But then for any a ,/. o, aG: S, (o,a} is a proper ideal of S which is a 
contradiction. 
Corollary. If Ki 0 is the kernel of the mob S, then K is a simple mob, 
for since K is the minimal ideal KaK = K for all a GK •. Hence K is simple. 
Lemm.a 2. If Sis simple and e is an idempotent of S, then eSe is simple. 
Proof. If eSe = Q, then trivial. Suppose eSe ~ O, and let exe be any 
non-zero element of eSe. Then since Sis simple Sexes= S, 
Hence eSe exe eSe = eSexeSe = eSe, and lemma 1 implies that eSe is simple. 
Lemma 3. If Sis simple and e is a primitive idempotent then eSe is 
either a group or a group with zero. 
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Proof. Since eSe is simple there exists non-zero elements a , b (:\ eSe 
X X 
s~ch that a xb =e for any x 
X X i 0, Then xb a and b ax are non-zero idem-x X X X. 
Hence since e is primitive xb a = e = b ax, This imp~ies 
XX XX 
potents in eSe. 
that eSe \. { 0} is a group. 
Theorem l.. If S is completely simple, then all idempotents of S are 
primitive. 
Proof, Let e,f be two non-zero idempotents of S withe primitive. 
Since s is simple there exist elements a,a' ·:.i: S such that aea' = f, Then 
if b = fae and b' = ea'f we have bb' = f. fb = be = b and b'f = eb' = b' • 
Furthermore b'b is an idempotent of s satisfying eb'b ::: b'be: b'b, 
Hence since e is primitive b'b = e. 
Now the correspondence x -?- x' 1 where x""" b 'Sb and x' If:'. fSf, which is de.-
fiqed by' the equivalent relations 
x = b'x'b and x' = bxb' is an isomorphism between b'Sb and fSf. 
But since b'Sb = b'fSfb = b'bb'Sbb'b = eb'Sbe ~eSe and 
eSe = b'bSb'b c. b'Sb, we have b'Sb = eSe, Hence fSf;?f eSe, and fSf is a 
group or a groµp with zero, which implies that f is a primitive idempotent. 
Corollary, A completely simple semigroup S with the identity u is either 
a group or a group with zero, For by theorem 1, u is a primitive idem-
potent, and hence lemma 3 implies that usu= Sis a group or a group witµ 
zero, 
Theorem 2. A compact simple semigroup Sis ~ompletely simple. 
Proof. Let a i O be any element of s. Then since Sis simple there 
n n 
exist b,c such that bac =a.Then b ac = a n=l,2,, ..• 
00 . -
Let e be the identity of the group D = nOl { bi j i ~ n} (see § 1 theorem 
4). 
Then by § 1 lemma 2 there exists c' .:.: { ci I i=l, •• , f - such that eac' =a, 
Hence ea= a, which implies e J 0. 
Now let f i O be any idempotent in eSe. Since eSe is simple and compact, 
we can again apply§ 1, th.4 and lemma 2. Hence there is an idempotent 
g e eSe and an element g' e eSe such that gfg' = e. 
Since e is the identity of eSe, we have g = ge = ggfg' = gfg' = e and 
fg' = efg' = gfg' = e. Henceforth f = fe = ffg' = fg' = e, 
Thus e is the only idempotent -1- O contained in eSe, and e must; be primi~ 
tive. 
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Let I be an ideal of the mobs. Then the Rees quotient 8/I is the setai-
group which consists of the set S-I (the complement of I) with the rela-
tive topology, together with a single isolated element o. 
The multiplication in S/I is defined in the following way: 
a,b = ab, if a,b,abf:S-I. 
a.b=O ifab,e;I, 
a • b = 0 if a=O or b=O. 
If I is a closed compact ideal of S, we define S/I in the following way. 
S/I is the space which we get from S by identifying I to a single point 
0, with the quotient topology.Multi plication in S / I is defined in t)le 
same way as before. 
Theorem 3. Let J be a maximal proper ideal of the compact mob S. Then 
S/J is either the zero semigroup of order 2, or else is completely 
simple. 
Proof. 
2 
X = x, 
If x2 = 
If S-J consists of a single element x, then S/J = { O,x} , where 
2 
or x = o. 
2 
o, then S/J~ o2 • If x = x, then Sis completely simple, since 
Sis simple and xis a non-zero primitive idempotent. 
Now assume that SrJ contains more than one element. Let A be an ideal 
of S \. J. 
Then A - { O} U J is an ideal of S containing J. Since J is maximal 
A = 0, or A = S '\.J. 
Hence S/J contains no non-zero proper ideal and S/J is simple. 
Furthermore the compactness of S implies that J is open, and hence S/J 
is compact. Then by theorem 2 S/J is completely simple. 
Lemma 4. Let S be a semigroup without zero having at least one minimal 
le.ft ideal L. Then Sis the sum of its minimal left ideals if and only 
if S 1s simple. 
Proof. Let S be simple. According to§ 2, th.2., the sum of all the 
minimal left ideals of Sis a two-sided ideal I. 
Hence I = s, since I c:S would be contrary to the simplicity of S, 
Conversely, let S be the sum of its minimal left ideals S = L LCJI. • 
O!. 
Then again by§ 2, th.2.,S is its own minimal ideal, hence Sis simple. 
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Theorem 4. Let S be a simple semigroup without zero, having at lea~t one 
minimal left and one minimal right ideal. Then Sis t~e class sum of dis~ 
joint isomorphic groups. 
Proof. According to lemma 4 S = K, hence by § 2, th.3,, S = U { H(e) je i&E}, 
where any pair H(e1 ), H(e2) are topologically isomorphic and H(e1)n H(e2)=0. 
Definition. A mob is called left (right) simple if S does not contain a 
non-zero proper left (right) ideal. 
Just as in lemma 1 we can prove that a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a mob S to be left (right) simple is that Sa= S (aS = S) for all non-
zero ae: S. Furthermore it is clear that every left or right simple ~ob is 
simple. 
Lemma 5. If A.5S, S compact, and A a left (right) simple semigroup, th~n 
A is also a left (right) simple mob. 
Proof. A is a s~bsemigroup of S (§ 1 Lemma 1), hence Axe A for all x e A. 
Now let A be left simple and suppose for x eA Ax ~ A. Then there exist 
ye A, yj ~' and hence a neighbourhood V of x such that ,Y f AV. Since 
xeX, there is an element al=AnV and thus y{Aa, which is a cont11adiction. 
A similar argument applies to right simple mobs. 
Theorem 6. Let e be a~ idempotent of the compact mob S without zero, then· 
these are equivalent. 
1) e is primitive. 
2) Se is a minimal left ideal. 
3) SeS is the minimal ideal. 
4) eSe is a maxim~l ~ubgroup. 
5) each idempotent of SeS is primitive. 
Proof. (1)-,,..(2). If Se is not minimal then there exists an idempotent f 
with Sf c Se and Sf a minimal left ideal (!j 2, th .3 and 4). Hence fe = f. 
Since (ef)(ef) = e(fe)f = eff = ef, ef is an idempotent c eSe. This im-
plies that ef = e. Hence e <Sa Sf--=,, Sec Sf 11nd Se is minimal. 
(2) --jo-(3) -r (4) -j-(2) § 2, th.6. 
(2) ~(1). Let f be an id~potent with fe = ef = f. Then f cs-Se, hence 
SfCSe, and since Se is miI\imal Sf = Se. It now follows that e = ef :::; t, 
(5) -+ (1) trivial. 
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(1) -,io-(5). Let f!!I SeS. Then since sea = K, we have S f S == K and thus f 
primitive ((3)~(1)). 
Remark. Hence in a compact mob without zero, idemp()tents are primitive if 
and only if they are contained in I. 
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§ 4. Maximal ideals 
We have s~en in§ 3, th.l., that if Sis a compact mob which contains 
properly a (left, right) ideal, then it contains a maximal proper (left, 
right) ideal J and J is open. 
Theorem 1. Let S be compact and suppose E is contained in a maximal 
proper ideal J, then s2 c: J. 
Proof. Let a e, S \ J, then SaS c: J or SaS vJ = s since J is maximal. If 
S n n Sa u J = S, then there exist x, y E. S such that xay = a, Hence x ay = a, 
n=l, 2, ... , and there is an idempotent e 6 'f' (x) and an elenient y' cS (1 (y) 
such that a = eay'. This implies that ae Jay' c: J 
If SaSc::.J for all a 4!£. S\J, then s3c.J. 
is a contradiction, 
Now let s2 ¢ J, then s = s2 u J -. s2 = s3 u SJ c:. J. 
completes the proof. 
This contradiction 
2 Corollary. Let S be compact with S = S, then SES= s. If SES is a proper. 
I 
subset of s, then since SES is an ipeal it is contained in a maximal 
proper ideal J (I 3,th.1). Hence by theorem l S = Sac. J, a contradtction, 
Theorem 2. Let S be compact with s2 =Sand suppose S has a unique idem-
potent, then Sis a topological group. 
Proof. 2 Let e = e , then e e K and K is a group. By the coronary 
S = SeS = K, completing the proof. 
Pefini tion. A mob S has the (left, right) maximal property if there 
.. ,. * exists a maximal proper (left, right) ideal (L ,R) J containing every 
(left, right) ideal of S different from S. 
Lemma 1. Let S be a mob and A a compact part of S. If Ac. At with r (t) 
compact, then A = At = Ae e e: l" (t). 
2 Proof. Ac.Ate.At c:: ••• 
k Suppose now At ¢ Ae e e r(t). Then there is an a e A with atk 'f k . 
that at 1- A,W(e). and there exist a neighbourhood W of e such 
00 
~t since e is a clusterpoint of { t 0 }n=l' there is a k. ~ k with 0 
t o 6 W(e). k 
k..t o Hence at ·r At which is a co~tradiction. 
Ae, 
2 We now have AcAtcAe, where e = e: therefore A = A~ and A = At = Ae. 
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Lemma 2, Let Shave a right unit element e and at least one proper left 
ideal. Then S has the left maximal property. 
Proof. Let L be the union of all proper left ideals. Then L";>f 0, L" is a 
"' left ideal anded L. 
I 
. .,. 
For if e e L , then e e L for some proper left ideal. But since e is a 
right unit S = se~ .. L, a contradiction. 
Therefore r/i S, and it is obvious that L" is the maximal left ipeal o! s. 
We remark that lemma 2 holds if "right" is replaced by "left" and viqe 
versa. 
Also a similar argument shows that if S has a left or right unit and at 
. i+ least one proper ideal, then J exists. 
From the proof of the lemma it follows that if S has a left unit then R * 
~ ~ * ~ 
also exists and J :..·. R ; if S has a right unit, then J 'S- L and if S has 
.;,- ~ k 
a unit, then J ~- L n R • 
* Theorem 3. Let S be a compact mob, In this case if L exists, then ~here 
* . i'c <Ii,, 
exists also J and we have L = J. 
(The theorem also holds if L~ is replaced by R~). 
Proof. Since for every s ,.:, S ~ * • Ls is a left ideal of S, we have Ls cL 
.,.,. "' S th LI'<= Ltt--s S t di ti Lemma 1 implies that if L ,t::: L s = , en = , a eon ra c on. 
Hence L ;(- s .c L""'. But then it fol lows that L" S ct:: L"". Hence L ..i: is an ideal 
* s ft of S, which must be J, since every proper idea+ of is a proper le 
... 
ideal of Sand is contained in L. 
From theorem 3 it follows that if Sis compact and L~ and R~ exist, then 
J* also exists and J"·= L"'= R11:. 
Theorem 4. Let S be a compact mob and let P be the set of those elements 
a&.S, satisfying aS = s. Then Pis closed and if a'=P and ax= ay, then 
x = y. Further xy ~, P implies x,y ;!; P and P = U { H(e) le~ E r,P} . All 
H(e) e l!i· E 11P are isomorphic. 
Proof. 
a) To show that Pis closed take x:G-S\P and Y"'s,xs. Then xScS'\.y, 
and since S is compact we can find an open set U, with x w U a:qd .such 
that US t:.,'. S ."' y, Then x""· Uit:~, S '\,P. 
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b) Suppose now that ax= ay. xi y. 
If a e: P, then S = as = a 2 s = and by lemma 1, S = eS, e '- f1~a). 
Furthermore e is a left unit for S. From ex= x and ey = y we infer 
the existence of an open set U including e such that Ux ~Uy= 0. 
Since e Eii f1 (a), we know that some ane.. U. But since anx = any we must 
have x = y. 
c) If xy 4!i: P, then xyS = s. Let yS = A. 
Then lemma 1 implies that since A c.xA, A = xA, Heney yS = xyS = S 
and yicP. But then since xyS = S = xS, xciP. 
d) Now let a i£ P, then aS = S and there exists an f e S with af = a. 
(c) implies that fE P and (b) implies that f is unique, Since 
af2 = af = a, 2 we have f = f and f is a left unit for s. In the SIIUll8 
there exists -1 -1 way a unique a ~ P such that aa = f, Since 
-1 
=fa= a af; we have a -1 f. aa a = a = 
Hence a 1c. H(f), and (c) implies that H(f) ~ P. 
Thus P = U { H(e) le eE "P}. 
e) Now let e,f <?. E nP. Then we shall prove that the map y,: H(e)-rH(f) 
<p (x) = xf is a topological isomorphism. It is clear that xf &•P. 
Suppose now xfE.H(g) gc.El"\P, and let xit-be the inverse of xf in 
H(g). 
Then x""'xf = g, hence gf = g. But since ge.E/\ P g is a left unit and 
gf = f = g. Thus xfe.H(f). 
(b) implies that 'f is one to one, and it is obvious that cp is onto, 
since f (be:O: = bf = b for be.H(f). 
We can also easily verify that <f> is a homomorpqism. Since H(e) and 
H(f) are both compact, it follows that 'f is topological. 
Theorem 5. Let S be compact and let Si P ~ 0. Then S , P is the maximal 
* proper ideal J of s. 
Proof. (c) of theorem 4 :i:mplies that S, Pis an ideal of S, Since Pis 
a compact submob, it '.includes an 
S, Hence by the remark to lemma 2 
" then there is a e P nJ • Then S = 
idempotent which must be a left unit of 
~ r * J exists and S '\ PC J • If S '\P ~ J, 
It .. * 
aS c:.J S <: J • Therefore 8 \. P = J • 
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Corollary. If Sis compact with unit u and if Sis not a group, then 
~ ~ = S ',, H(u). 
Proof. Since S = uS we have H(u) c P. Now let e e E "P, then e is a left 
identity of Sand hence eu = u = e. Therefore theorem 4 (d) implies that 
P = H(u). Hence by theorem 5: 4' S\P = S'\H(u) = J. 
Theorem 6. 'it Let S be compact and suppose R exists. If 
'l'< 
a) S-R has more than one element, or 
b) Sis connected, 
* then S - R is a right simple closed semigroup and is the sum of disjoint 
isomorphic closed topological groups. 
Proof. 
a) Let a f.i. S - R 1( • Then since aS u la} is a right ideal of S, not ificluded 
in R *, we have as u { a } = S. 
~ . 
Hence as= R or as= s. If S - R has more than one element, then as can-
not be equal to R*, hence as= s. 
b) Now let S be connected and let S = aS u (a} a E: S - R .... Then since 
both as and 1 a f are closed, we have by the connectedness of S that 
a E. aS, hence aS = S. 
So we have in both cases for a~ S - R*, aS = S, 
* Moreover it is clear that if x <r:.S, with xS = S, theµ x es ,.. R and thus · 
~ * S - R = P, From theorem 4 it follows tnat S - R is the !iUm of disjoint 
"" isomorphic closed topological groups and that S - R is closed, 
Since Pis a semigroup, we know tp.at aPcP for aeP, Next let b& P 1 th~n 
since aS = S, there is b'(6S, such that ab'= b. Theorem 4 (c) implies 
that b' .~c P, 
Hence we have shown that for all a,.;. P 
right simple. 
aP = P apd that P = S -, R.,.. is 
'It Corollary. Let S be a compact connected mob with R, Then S contains at 
least one left unit element. 
* * Proof. Since s - R ~ 0 and S - R = P, we :know that S contains an idem-
potent e~P (Pa compact mob), But then e is a left unit, since every 
idempotent of Pis a left unit of S. 
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Theorem 7, The necessary and sufficient condition that a connected com~ 
pact semigroup S contains R~ is 
a) S has at least orie left unit element and 
b) Sis not right simple. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows from the definition of R ~ 
and the above corollary. 
That the condition is sufficient follows from lerwna 2. 
Theorem 8. Let S be a compact mob and suppose that S - L~ and S - R~ 
have more than one element. Then 
a) S has a unit u 
b) If= R"'= J.i--
c) S = L* U H, L"" n H = 0 H is a closed topologica;t group with unit u. 
Proof. 
a) According to th.7 S has a left unite and a right unite. Since l r 
b) follows from th.3. 
c) Theorem 6 implies that S 
simple closed semigroup. 
R~= S - L~= His a right and a left 
Hence ,£ H = H.C = H for every h € H. Hence H is a group, and it 
follows from the theorem that His a closed topological group. 
Theorem 9. Let S be a connected compact mob, having at +east one left 
unit and suppose Sis not right simple. Then every subgroup H(e), with 
e a left unit lies in the boundary of the maximal right :j.deal R""'. 
Proof. Since R~ is also a right ideal of S, we have R~= R* or R*= s. 
If R4 = R*, then S - R~ iS open and S - R< is closed by th,6, Since S 
is connected, this is a contradiction. 
Hence W'"= S and S - R*= { U H(e) e left unit} = 
.it-
s n s - R""' = ? n S - R* = boundary R • 
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§ 5. Prime ideals 
Definition. A right [ left or two-sided] ideal P of S is said to be 
prime if A.Bt:P implies that A ,c P or B c P, A and a being ideals of s • 
./t' ii- ~ ,... 
An ideal P is completely prime if ab~ P implies that a (i. P or b e. P , 
a,b~.S. 
An ideal which is completely prime is prime, but the converse is not 
generally true. 
In the case of commutative mobs however, this concepts coincide. 
For let P be a prime ideal in a commutative moQ and let ab~P. Then 
(a l.J aS) (b U bS) = ab ,,J abS c P, and hence a\,, aS c P or b UbS c.:. P. ,,,.,,., 
a<a'.P or b,zP. 
Lemma 1. If P is a left ideal of S, then the fol lowing conditions are 
equivalent. 
1°) Pis a prime left ideal 
2°) If aSbS c P then a c P or b <:i: P 
3°) If R(a) R(b) c P then a~- P or be P 
4°) If R1 ,R2 are right ideals of S such that R1 R2 c.P then Rlc:: P or 
R2 c.~ p • 
Proof. 
(1) '"-9-'(2): Let aSbSc.P. 
Then R(a) 2R(b) 2 caSbS<i::.:P, Hence J(a) 2J(b) 2 = (R(a) 2U SR(a) 2 )(R(b) 2USR(b) 2)= 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
= R(a) R(b) U SR(a) R(b) c. P. Since J(a) and J(b) are ideals of S, we 
have J(a) 2 or J(b) 2 c. P. 
If J(a) 2 c P, then J(a) c P and hence a t P. 
(2) •+ (3). If R(a) R(b)cP, then aSbSeP, hence aE:P or bE:P, 
(3)-~(4). Let R1 R2 c:P, and suppose a~R1 -P, b~R2-P. Since R(a)c R1 and 
R(b) c. R2 we have R(a) R(b) c:. P, and thus at: P or b c P, a contradiction, 
This implies that either a1c P or :a2 cP, 
(4) --r (1): Trivial. 
A similar proof shows that lemma 1 holds, if we replace right by left and 
vice versa. 
Condition 2 then becomes: I! SaSbc. P then a E P or b~ P. 
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for two-sided ideals we have 
Lemma l'. If Pis an ideal of S, then the following conditions are equi-
valent. 
1°) P 1·s · d a prime i eal. 
2°) If aSb.i:::P then at P or be P, 
3°) If J(a) J(b) C P then aEP or bcr:P. 
4°) If R1 ,R2 are right ideals of S such that R1R2 c P then R1c P or R2 c P. 
5°) If ½_,L2 are left ideals of S such that ½_L2 ep then L1c.Por L2cP, 
Theorem 1. Let S be a mob and s1,.tppose E ~ 0 and let e tii:E. Then each of 
J 0 (S-e), R0 (S-e) and L0 (S-e) is prime if it is not empty. 
Proof. Suppose that aA J (S-e) and b#,J (S-e). Then since J (S~e) is 
"f'o ro o 
m1peimal e ~J(a) and e e J(b). This implies that e ~J(a) J(J>) and hence 
J(a) J(b) cj.. J 0 (S-e). 
By property (3) of lemma l', this shows that J (S-e) is a pri~e ideal. 
0 
The statement for R (S-e) and L (S-e) can be proved in the same way. 
' 0 0 
lf E ~ 0, we can define a partial orderin~ in E as follows: for e, f e: E 
e E: f if and only if ef = fe = e. It is clear that the relation ~ , thus 
defined is reflexive and antisymmetric. 
Now let e ~ f and f -5. g. Then ef = fe = e and fg = gf = f. Hence 
eg = (ef)g = e(fg) = ef = e, and ge = g(fe) = (gf)e = fe = e, This im-
plies that es g, and the relations is transitive, 
If Sis a mob without zero, then the minimal elements of Ear~ the 
primitive idempotents. 
If S has a zero, then the non~zero primitive idempotents a~e the atom~ 
of the partly ordered set E. 
Furthermore, if S has a unit u, then u is the maximal el amen t of E·. 
Lemma 2. Let P be an open prime right [left] ideal Ciif a compact mob 
s. If A is a left (right] ideal of S which is not contained in P, theµ 
A has an idempotent e with Se¢: P. 
Proof. Let P be an open prime right ideal and let aE.A - P. Then L(a) is 
a compact left ideal with L(a) C A.. L(a) '/- P. Now let ½_ :::> L2 :) •, • be a 
linearly ordered sequence of compact left ideals w1 th Li c:. A L1 '{- P, 
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If L = i0.r Li , then because Pis open and the Li compact L ¢ P, 
Now using Zorn's lemma there exists a minimal member L of the set of all 
compact left ideals L~ 
pose Lac P. 
with L C: A, 
r;j. 
Then ( a t/ La) ( a U La) C La C. P, 
P, Now let aE. L , P, and sup-
lience by lemma 1 (4). au La c.P a contradiction. Thus La ~ P. 
Since La c. L and L is minimal La = L, 
n ~1 ~1 A Furthermore La = La.a = L~ = ••• = Lr P. 
Now let e E. r (a) c L, then L = Le by § 4 lemma 1 1 and hence Le ¢ P, 
thus Se 1, P, 
Corollary: Let P be an open prime ideal of the compact mobs. If A is 
a right or left ideal of Snot contained in P, then A - P contains a non• 
minimal idempotent. 
Proof. Let A be a left ideal, 
Then it follows from lemma 2 that there exists e eA and ae.A - P with 
aE Sa = Se 'f P. 
Thus ae = a, and since P is an ideal, it would follow from e •P, that 
ae = a<S P, a contradiction. Hence e E.A - P. 
Furthermore it is clear that e '/ K, since Kc. P. 
If Sis a mob with zero, then§ 3, th.6,, implies that e is non-primi~ 
tive and hence non-minimal. 
If S has a zero, then since K = o, we have e i O~e~O. 
Theorem 2. If Sis compact, then each open prime ideal Pi S, has the 
form J 0 (S-e), e non-minimal. If conversely e is a non-minimal idempotent, 
then J (S-e) is an open prime ideal. 
0 
Proof. Let P be an open prime ideal. Then we can find in the same way 
as in lemma 2, a minimal ideal J 1 = J(e), J Cf P e es ... P, 
* ' * * Now let P = J (S-e), then P is an open prime ideal, anq Pc P • 
0 
Again using lemma 2, if P i P-'k, we can find an idempotent f e P*\ P 
with J = J(f) 1 P, Since e ,f f- P, J(e) J(f) = J 1 J2 'f P, 
Furthermore J 1 J 2 <::: J1 , and since J1 is minimal J1J 2 = J1 • 
* Hence J 1 = J 1J 2 C J 2 C P a contradiction. 
